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Sponsored by the Mayor of London

Ki Gong - The Korean Healing arts workshops
April to September 2019 in the Royal Borough of Kingston
From April to September 2019 The Kookhak Ki Gong UK Association in
association with Body and Brain and the Earth Citizen Organisation have been
running Ki Gong workshops in community centres around the Royal Borough
of Kingston. We have been funded by the Culture Seeds initiative granted to
us from the Mayor of London’s office. Our aim was to share the ancient Korean
Culture of the healing art of Ki Gong around the community of Kingston to the
different cultural centres in the area. The project has not always run smoothly,
but has been an amazing success. We appeared at the Kingston Carnival on
September 1st and many of the people who joined us at the workshops turned
up to the carnival. We also had volunteers from the different community centres
joining us to do a Ki Gong demonstration on the community stage.
We have found that the workshops have helped with the bringing of
communities together, helped with isolation and loneliness, helped with the
health and well being of the people who attended the workshops, and also the
self empowerment of people who are now becoming more aware of
incorporating Ki Gong into their daily life. Combining the mind, the body and
the breath has now been introduced to over 100 people in the Kingston
Borough, who have experienced the workshops personally. These 100 people
have been sharing their knowledge with their friends and family also. Kookhak
Ki Gong, created by Ilchi Lee, has now been recognised on a wider basis in the
local area and there is now a growing interest to see more classes in the area.
We are now working alongside the local communities and the local councillors
to help this healing art spread in the Kingston and surrounding area.
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April Workshops 2019
The Korean Senior Citizens Association UK

The workshops started in New Malden with the Korean Senior Citizens
Association UK. We had to learn a little more Korean to give these
workshops, but this really highlighted that the healing art of Ki Gong
transcends the barriers of language for people to connect with each other.
All the participants really enjoyed the sessions and the instructors Korean
was improved together with the English of the participants improving too.
The workshops provided a deeper understanding of their ancient healing
art and will be incorporated into their daily lives.
A big thank you to Sun Hwa who helped organise these sessions which were
a great success. Although the members who joined us spoke about some
aches and pains after the workshops, they found the benefit from the
healing art very helpful to improve heir lives. They are very keen to continue
the training and we are working on ways to bring this back to the Korean
Senior Citizens Association UK at some point in the future. We will be inviting
them to all the events we will be running in the future.
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May Workshops 2019
The Kingston Chinese Association

The workshops continued in New Malden with the Kingston Chinese
Association. We were now running workshops of Ki Gong that were similar
to the Qi Gong or Chi Gong that is taught in China. These workshops proved
to be very popular from the start. The creator of Kookhak Ki Gong, Ilchi
Lee, has made this healing art form easy to follow for everyone. The classes
are also taught in a fun and friendly way, which also helps with the
introduction of a different way of doing things to a new culture. Again this
was an amazing success.
A big thank you to Macille and Ramsey for helping us organise this for the
Kingston Chinese Association. The instructors and volunteers were all made
aware of the good these workshops were doing from all the attendees and
there was an air of anticipation at every workshop, as there were always
different things to learn about oneself and the body. The Kingston Chinese
Association want to keep this practice through classes and we are looking
to continue this from September.
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June Workshops 2019
MILAAP

The workshops continued in Chessington at Charles Lesser House with
MILAAP. We found with these workshops that the room we ran them in was
not big enough. We had an average of 35 people turning up to these
workshops and they were popular from the start. Some of the members of
MILAAP had joined us at the Kingston Chinese Association to get a sense
of what the workshops were all about. Great feedback was given to the
members of MILAAP and the workshops started with an energetic bounce.
A big thank you to Prabha, Shantini, Chalodya and Sheetal for helping us
organise these sessions. We will be continuing the Ki Gong classes at
MILAAP for the foreseeable future as all the participants are keen to keep
the healing art practice up. We have gathered some amazing testimonials
from all the workshops, which we will share at the end of this booklet.
MILAAP has seen some amazing transformations in health and well being
from people who have suffered a stroke and started to recover feelings in
their hands and feet, to the ending of isolation feelings in others.
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July/August Workshops 2019
The Graham Spicer Institute

The workshops continued in New Malden with open classes at the Graham
Spicer Institute. These classes also started very well with members from
MILAAP also joining us for the workshops. At least two of the classes had
32 people attending, and we may have had more had it not been in the
middle of the holiday period. We saw many different people from many
different cultures and backgrounds coming together by practicing the
Healing art of Ki Gong from South Korea. This was an amazing success.
A big thank you to Kim at Graham Spicer Institute and all the volunteers
and helpers who made these workshops a success. We really have achieved
all of the goals we had when starting this project, by making people aware
of their bodies and how to look after them in a creative way. By bringing
people together from different areas of the community, by helping with
isolation issues, especially people who are new to the country and feel like
they are not fitting in. We are looking at ways of keeping the training going
in New Malden at the Graham Spicer Institute who will help us with this.
We have seen some remarkable changes in the attendees and will share
these next.
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Kingston Carnival
September 1st 2019

Kingston Carnival was a huge success. We met all the people who attended
the workshops across the Borough. We managed to get a group of people
from each community centre to do a Ki Gong demonstration. It took much
courage for all the attendees who did this and this is one of the healing
benefits of Kookhkak Ki Gong. It gives you the courage to get involved with
aspects of the community that you would not normally consider. Well done
to everyone who came along to support the Ki Gong performance too.
We will keep our presence in the Kingston area by working with Kingston
Voluntary Action who made us aware of all of these community centres and
activities happening in the Kingston area. So a big thank you to Kingston
Voluntary Action for guiding us towards this amazing action in introducing
to the Culture Seeds Initiative. We look forward to getting more involved
in the community. A big thank you to Mike at Global Arts for his help too.
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Testimonials

‘This should be on the NHS for healing the mind and the body.’
Chandra Shah.
‘I always look forward to attending the Ki Gong classes on a Wednesday. It helps
me to relax and release all the stress.’
Parames.
‘This exercise is improving my health and my body.’
Yogeswary. S.
‘Very good class. It makes me happy.’
Kamela.
‘I get a lot of knowledge by doing these exercises.’
Juliet.
‘I feel very happy and at peace doing this exercise. I feel all my stress goes and I
sleep very well.’
Kamuven. 92 years old.
‘We enjoy oursleves very much and look forward to this class. We look forward to
the classes when they are on.’
Julie.
‘We look forward always to these classes.’
Barbara.
‘We really enjoyed all the sessions. It has really helped to improve our health.’
Rekha Patel.
‘We really enjoyed the whole time. I have been to all the sessions and my body now
flexible.’
Kokile Patel.
‘Thank you so much. I had not heard of Ki Gong. Thank you for introducing me to
it. I have really enjoyed the classes and feel totally energised by them.’
Qamer Khan.
‘These classes are really good for myself. I feel better, calmer in everyday life and
feel more flexible.’
Margreet Kikstra.
‘Thank you ever so much for these amazing Ki Gong exercise classes. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the sessions and feel more energetic and flexible.’
Shamsun Khan.
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As a community support Centre, we always encourage our members to be
active. Therefore, Peter’s lessons are very important for them because he
not only instructs our members as to how to carry out the moves, but also
describes the benefits of the exercises to the human body. As to my
understanding, it is not only physical exercise, but also mentally stimulating
activity too. At the beginning of the lesson, participants are instructed to
tap their whole body in a rhythm that is unique for Ki-gong. I believe this
is very important for elderly people because they always move slowly. This
activity helps to stimulate blood circulation and warm up their bodies. Even
though the lesson duration is an hour, he allocates a few minutes for
meditation.
These lessons form a whole package of benefits for our members such as
exercise, helps to release stress, anxiety, and provides entertainment. I
know he has excellent presentation skills, as he managed to maintain
everybody’s attention, although he has to address people who are speaking
different languages, and there is a wide age range amongst members.
Charities like Milaap are mainly supporting isolated micro communities in
order to open a space for them to socialise within their own cultural
societies. In addition, one of the best solutions to improving the mental and
physical health of the ageing population is to provide these exercises. Milaap
is proud to be hosting Peter’s programme, which helps our members to live
their lives safely, happily & healthily.
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I would like to include some feedback from regular members about peter’s
lessons.
Chandra is 60 and she has been brave enough to overcome post
stroke disabilities. Since then she has been having difficulty judging
distances. She said that “His lessons are well organised, individual
needs oriented and they help to relieve stress and anxiety. She
added further, I really enjoy the lessons and I don’t want to miss
any of them”.
Nirmala who is in her 80 s’, recently joined Milaap after migrating to
the UK from Kenya to stay with her children. She said that Ki- gong
is very useful, as it relaxes her whole body.
Thank you
Yours sincerely
Chalodya Kodikara
Activities Coordinator & Administrative Assistant

29th May 2019
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Kingston Chinese Association Testimonial
Kookhak Ki Gong + Breathing + Meditation
Kingston Chinese Association is very grateful to Peter Parker to demonstrate
his Ki Gong practice which can improve mental health and reduce stress
from mindfulness and movement.
Peter is an incredibly natural coach. His uplifting, positive and fun personality
makes his classes easy to follow and enjoyable. The Ki Gong class involves
breathing techniques, and ways for energy to recharge the body. The class
delivered in concise manner and easy to absorb. The structure is clear, even
for those whose English is not their first language. Peter has obviously put
a lot of thought and expertise into designing these classes. Our members
find it very beneficial and the skills can be practiced at home. Our thanks
to Peter.
Macille To.
Kingston Chinese Association.
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More Pictures taken over the months we ran Culture Seeds.

The world is full of beautiful people
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Beautiful people being together!!!!!!
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Village Voice and Worcester Park advert
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And last but not least, a big

Thank You
We would like to thank the Mayor of London for helping us deliver these
workshops around the Royal Borough of Kingston. The Culture Seeds
Initiative is an amazing idea. We have not only been able to spread some
ancient cultural practices from Korea, we have learnt much from other
cultural centres in the area. It has been an uplifting and enlightening
experience.
We would like to thank Kingston Voluntary Action for their help with getting
our bid together for this project and their invaluable advice. We truly see
that Kingston Voluntary Action are really working hard at the heart of the
Kingston Community to make things better.
We would like to thank the Graham Spicer Institute who have been so helpful
and accommodating and are going to help us continue this valuable project
for the local community.
We would like to thank Village Voice for their help with an editorial piece
and adverts to let over 7,000 people know of the workshops and what Ki
Gong does for people’s health.
We would like to thank all the volunteers who helped us with the workshops
and who came to Kingston Carnival. Your support and effort is invaluable.
We would like to thank Mike from Global Arts for getting us involved with
the Kingston Carnival with a footfall of around 80,000 people.
And lastly, but not least, all the people who attended the workshops and
made it so much fun for staff and volunteers. We have had an amazing
experience and want to keep this going in the local area. With your support
and good energy, we will be able to do this. Thank you all.
For more information on Kookhak Ki Gong and where classes are happening
in the Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames please contact Peter on

07770 930949
or email peter@peterpaulparker.co.uk

